Gruit Grus: The Indo-European Names of the Crane

[ETYMOLOGY]
The descent or derivation of a word from its original; the deduction of formations from the radical word; the analysis of compound words into primitives.

Samuel Johnson

0. Introduction

A large, gregarious, highly vocal and easily identifiable bird,¹ the common crane (Grus grus) has for millennia been familiar to people living close to its northern Eurasian breeding sites, its southern winter quarters, and along its routes of migration.² It is, indeed, one of the few bird species whose Proto-Indo-European names are reconstructible with any accuracy.³ However, the cognate set on which a reconstruction could be based looks disturbingly inconsistent. At first glance, it allows one to recover only a root morpheme (*gerh₂-)⁴ and the suffixes which accompany this root in several different IE branches (*-no-, *-y-, etc.). The exact

---

¹ Which does not rule out occasional confusion with other large waders, especially storks and herons.


³ The role of the crane in Indo-European mythology is discussed by Greppin (1976, 1997); see in particular the widespread ancient tale of warfare between cranes and the Pygmies (Gk. Ἰβυμαῖοι), famously mentioned by Homer (iliad 3.6). Greppin’s suggestion of root-cognacy between Skt. Garuḍa- and Gk. γέρανος is formally implausible, but the symbolic and behavioural parallels he points out (including Garuḍa’s reputation as a snake-eater) are intriguing.

⁴ Often cited with an initial *ǵ̣, which is plainly ruled out by the Balto-Slavic evidence; for an initial satem reflex in Iranian, see section 4 below. The identity of the laryngeal is securely established on the testimony of Greek.
shape of the words made up of those building blocks depends on their vocalism, which seems to vary from branch to branch, making exact comparison problematic. For example, while Greek γέρανος and Proto-Celtic *garano- match each other quite satisfactorily, Proto-Germanic *krana- is not directly reconcilable with either of them: despite having a compatible consonantal skeleton, it cannot be derived from their common ancestor (*gérh₂-no-) via sound changes known to have operated between PIE and Proto-Germanic. Similarly, Proto-Slavic *žeravь́ ~ *žeravь́ perhaps contains the same sequence of morphemes as Latin grūs (plus a *-jo- or *-i-extension), but its vocalism does not seem to match the Latin form; moreover, the closely related Baltic words (Lith. gėrvė, etc.) show the accentual reflex of a laryngeal originally following the rhotic, but no long vowel as required by the Slavic cognate.⁵ One would have to assume an ad-hoc ablaut alternation like *gerh₂-ō̆-i(o)-s : *gerh₂-u-i-aṅi : *gruh₂-s to account for all these variants.⁶ This variability is sometimes blamed on the onomatopoeic character of the word (imitative of the crane’s call) and its low-register ('popular') stylistic value. The purpose of this article is to show that the variety and irregularity of the IE ‘crane’ words is apparent rather than actual, and that their derivational history is in fact quite simple. In brief, they can be reduced to only a couple of related PIE lexemes, rather than a whole constellation of ‘dialectal’ forms.

1. The root *gerh₂-

The opinion that the ‘crane’ etymon is onomatopoeic is based on the observation that roots containing dorsal-rhotic combinations often seem to have a sound-symbolic value (cf. e.g. *ʃar- ‘tönen, rufen’, *g(r)erdh- ‘hören, tönen’, ?*g(r)erh₂- ‘klagen’ in LIV₂), and that some of the best-known vocalisations of the common crane can reasonably be represented as /K(V)r(V)K/ (where K = any dorsal obstruent) in terms of human articulations producing a comparable acoustic effect. Of course this may well be coincidental, and the semantic value of *gerh₂- could be independently confirmed only if we knew any other derivatives of this root. Unfortunately, there is no unambiguous attestation of such a root apart from the

---

⁵ Or even an overlong one, see section 5.
⁶ The possibly related Armenian ‘crane’ word, kṙunk, presents problems of its own, see section 8.
‘crane’ word. Thus, while from the strictly formal point of view, Ved. gīh, gen. gīrāḥ ‘hymn, song of praise’, grñāti ‘sings, proclaims, praises’ and Lith. girti ‘praise’ might all contain the root *gerh₂-, it is more customary to derive them from *gʷerH-(*gʷerh₁-?) ‘praise, welcome’ mainly on the strength of the attractive comparison between the Indo-Iranian collocation *grHas dʰaH- ‘offer songs of praise’ (preserved in Vedic and Avestan) and Celtic *bardos ‘poet, bard’, if from *gʷrH-dʰH₁-ô- (Campanile 1980). On the other hand, considering that the Sanskrit word also means ‘voice’, Indic *grH- may well reflect a homophonic merger of two originally distinct roots, *gʷerH- ‘praise’ and *gerh₂- ‘cry, sing, call loudly’ (possibly with a nasal present: *grñāH₁-/*grñh₂-’).

Needless to say, there is more to the crane’s behaviour than its ability to produce noisy calls. The bird could have been named after any other characteristic trait, for example its spectacular dancing display. To be sure, we do not know any PIE roots with the specific primary meaning ‘dance’ (rather than, say, ‘twist’ or ‘jump’), and it is perhaps too much to expect that such a root should have survived only in the name of a bird species; but it should be noted that a similar objection applies to the interpretation of *gerh₂- as ‘cry’ (vel sim.). Most of the PIE animal names are etymologically obscure anyway, and the reason why it makes sense to decompose the name of the crane into simpler parts is the existence of at least two different variants sharing the same morphological core which looks like a verb root even if it cannot be securely identified with one known from elsewhere. I shall tentatively accept the communis opinio that the shape of root is sound-imitative mainly because there are phonetically similar words for cranes (not necessarily the same species) in other language families, such as Proto-Draavidian *kor-Vnk-/-nkk- (Krishnamurti 2003: 13) and Proto-Uralic *karke. These are probably independent echoic formations rather than inter-family loans, let alone distant (“Nostratic” or “Eurasatic”) cognates (pace Bomhard—Kerns 1994: 445).

7 Lat. gruō, gruere ‘cry like a crane’ is obviously denominative, and so does not reflect the primary verb.
2. The *gé rhyme* word-family

Since the development *gé rhyme* -> *gerhno- -> *gerano- -> *garano- is phonologically regular in Celtic (assuming the correctness of Joseph’s assimilation rule⁹), there can be little doubt that Gk. γέρανος and PCelt. *garano- (or *garanu-, cf. Gallo-Lat. trigaranus ‘having three cranes’) > MWel. garan, OCorn., Bret. garan reflect the same protoform. The most parsimonious reconstruction that captures both of them is *gé rhyme* (treated variably as feminine or masculine in both branches). A noun of such a shape could be derived in several different ways. However, if *gé rhyme-* is in fact a verb root, we would expect the suffix to express some kind of active semantics (‘crier, singer’), like that of the active participle, rather than a typical deverbal adjective in *-no- or the thematic derivative of a deverbal neuter noun in *-men/*-men-.¹⁰

One path worth exploring is the derivation of *gé rhyme*- from a nasal stem (in *-én- or *-on-). Deverbal stems of this type (e.g. PGmc. *xan-an- ‘cock’ < *kán-ō(n) ‘singer’, PIE *tētōk-ō(n) ‘carpenter’) etc. function as agent nouns and may even be etymologically connectible with the *-e/ont- participles (Olsen 2004: 219-229). It is therefore possible to posit a hysterokinetic stem, *grh-én-, or an amphikinetic one, *gé rhyme*-on-. An adjective of appurtenance could be derived from either of them by adding the thematic vowel to the zero grade of the ablauting noun and infixing a full vowel (*e) in the root; the substantivisation of this adjective (often signalled by the retraction of the accent from the thematic vowel) would have produced an effectively endocentric derivative (comparable with *derju- ‘tree’ ⇐ *dóru-/*dérri-; *deju- ‘divinity’ ⇐ *diéu-/*diuj-’, etc.).¹¹ Supposing that the original meaning of *gé rhyme-* was ‘to cry’, the derivational chain would then look as follows: *grh-én- or *gé rhyme*-on-/ *grh-én- ‘crier’ ≫ *gerh-ó- ‘characterising a crier, strong (of a voice)’ ≫

---

⁹ *eRa > *aRa (Joseph 1982: 55; Schrijver 1995: 75-93).
¹¹ The full vocalism of the root reflects a PIE (or in some cases post PIE) vṛddhi process, occurring also in more complex morphological structures, cf. *hwėyhm-n-ō- ‘young’ (OCS jun, Lith. jáunas) ⇐ *hwēyhm-n-ō-, in this case deriving one adjective from another with practically the same meaning (Rasmussen [1985] 1999: 177-178).
In fact, the nasal stem required by this scenario may be directly (albeit marginally and accidentally) attested in Greek, provided that Hesychius’ γέρην ‘female crane’ is authentic and old. Both ‘crier’ and (synechdochically) ‘strong voice’ would be plausible names to give to a bird notorious for its vocal performance. To be sure, one would expect the Greek reflex to be *γαρήν (or *γέρων), but the form cited by Hesychius may have been contaminated with the more familiar γέρανος.

3. Gmc. *krana- etc.

While the Celtic cognates present no special difficulties, the Germanic ones are baffling. Beside the a-stem *krana- (OE cran ~ *cron, MHG kran) there are weak nouns (*kran-an-: OSax. krano, OHG chrano) and forms with a velar suffix (perhaps diminutives that have lost their expressive semantics): *kran-u/ika- (OE cranoc14, OHG chranuh, MHG krench, etc.). In North Germanic, the weak-noun variant occurs with an irregular substitution of *t for the initial *k: ON trani (m.), trana (f.). All these derivatives can be regarded as inner Germanic developments; the suffixes they involve are common in animal names.15 Even the occasional long-vowel variant *krōn-a- (OSax. krōn, cf. Kroonen 2011: 307-308) can be derived from *kran-an- as a Germanic pseudo-vṛddhi parallel to *xan-an-/*xōn-a- (Ger. Hahn vs. Huhn).16 The real mystery is how *krana- arose in the first place. It cannot directly reflect the e-grade visible in Greek and Celtic; nor can it contain a nil-grade *grh₂-no-, which would have yielded PGmc. *kurna- (cf. PIE *gṛh₂, nom ‘corn’ > Goth. kaúrn, OE corn). Antiquarian reconstructions like *grano- > *krana- cannot be reconciled with what is known today

12 Perhaps with a u-stem variant *gērh₂-nu-, common in this type of noun, and possibly attested in Celtic and Germanic (*garunu-, *krunu-ka-), cf. Delamarre (2003: 175).
13 The accent marking of the surviving manuscript is particularly unreliable, so oxytone γερῆν is also possible.
14 Also, in two instances, with rhotic metathesis: cornuc, cornoch.
15 OE *bula ‘bull’ and bulluc ‘bullock’; duce*, gen.sg. ducan ‘duck’; rudduc ‘robin’, and many others.
16 In my opinion, the lengthening in these words reflects the development of a secondary geminate *-Vn-n- in thematic derivatives of nasal stems formed to roots ending in *n: *-an-n-a- > *-āna- > PGmc. *-ōna-. It should therefore be distinguished from the inherited vṛddhi pattern seen in *syeikuro- ⇒ *syekuro- > PGmc. *swyura- (pace Darms 1978: 130-133). Of course such degemination with compensatory lengthening could only have taken place at a time when geminated nasals were not permissible in the language, so it must be older than the familiar Germanic assimilation *-nw- > *-nn-. 
about the PIE phonological system. Interconsonantal laryngeals certainly do not show up medially as *a in Germanic – they were simply lost in that position (as in the ‘corn’ word above). To sum up, PGmc. *krana- cannot represent a regular development of *gérh₂-no- by straight-line historical descent.

Let us therefore consider the possibility that the Germanic word is a loan, mediated by a language in which the *a between *r and *n reflects a vocalised *h₂ (*ə₂). One fairly obvious candidate is Celtic: Germanic has numerous loanwords of Celtic origin (including several that were borrowed before the operation of Grimm’s Law), and since the crane evidently played some interesting if poorly understood roles in Celtic religion and magic\(^\text{17}\), its Germanic name is a possible Kulturlehnwort of the north European Iron Age. The loss of the original root vowel is still puzzling, but not inexplicable. Little as we know about word accentuation in early Celtic, there is some toponymic evidence of penult stress in Gaulish, especially in conservative or peripheral areas (Schrijver 1995: 19-21). Since a root seemingly containing two identical full-grade vowels would have appeared aberrant in terms of pre-Germanic morphological structure, the pretonic *a of *garános may have been re-interpreted as an intrusive (phonologically invisible) “copy vowel” and consequently ignored upon borrowing. Across languages, the syncope of an initial syllable occurs most readily if it results in the creation of an unmarked obstruent-sonorant (CR) onset. Numerous familiar examples can be quoted from later Germanic (OIC. glıkkr < *ga-likaz ‘similar’, ME croune ⇐ Anglo-Norman corúne ‘crown’, Ger. bleiben < OHG bi-līban ‘remain’), from Vulgar Latin/Romance (directu- < directu- ‘straight, right’), and even from Modern English (p’lice < police). As a mirror image of this process, vowel intrusion is likely in the same type of onset (Hall 2006: 391); cf. the svarabhakti treatment of CR clusters in some early Runic inscriptions (e.g. ḥarabanaz = H‘rabnáz for *Hrabnaz on the Järsberg Runestone). It is therefore thinkable that an early Gaulish *garaños was borrowed into Pre-Germanic as *gráños, which then developed regularly into PGmc. *kranaz (and further gave rise to suffixed derivatives).

\(^{17}\) Suffice it to mention the celebrated Gaulish image of Taruus Trigaranus ‘bull with three cranes’ (cf. Greppin 1997) and the Irish ritual of corrguinecht, a form of “magical wounding” which involved adopting a crane-like posture while chanting satirical verse (Koch 2006: 484, Bernhardt-Hose 2009: 9-10).
4. Iranian *ǰarna- (~ *-nu-ka-)

In Iranian, a possible cognate of *gerhₙo- occurs in Oss. (Iron) zyrnæg ~ zaernyg and Pash. zāna- ~ *zarna- (Abaev 1989: 304). Abaev derives zyrnæg from zaernyg via vowel metathesis; the latter form presumably goes back to PIr. *ǰarnu-ka-. The variability of the stem-forming suffix, apparently reflecting *-no- ~ *-nu-, is reminiscent of what we see in Celtic (and Germanic). The match would be satisfactory if it were not for the initial *ǰ in Iranian, pointing to PIE *ǰ, whereas other satem branches agree in showing a reflex of PIE *g in the ‘crane’ word-family. Abaev suggests root variation *ger- ~ *ǰar- already in PIE,¹⁸ but it seems more parsimonious to propose that Iranian inherited the ‘crane’ word as *jar(H)na- (~ *-nu-ka-) and replaced the initial *ǰ with *ǰ through contamination with the root *ǰar- (Oss. zæl- ‘sound’, zar- ‘sing’), found in some common bird-names, e.g. in the Iranian terms for ‘swallow’ and ‘partridge’, discussed in Abaev’s entry for Oss. zæravikt | zærbatik ‘swallow’ (p. 305).

5. Bsl. “*ger(H)ȳu- ~ *gerHu-”

It is far from clear how the prototype of the Balto-Slavic ‘crane’ word should be reconstructed. The extended stems found in Baltic (Lith. gėrvė, Lat. dzērve, OPr. Gerwe, as if from *gerHu-įįą) and in the Slavic variant *žerav(l)jь (as if from *ger(H)ȳo-jo-) look like secondary thematicisation in comparison with the simpler i-stem reflected in the Slavic variant *žeravь. The curious difference between the vocalism of the Baltic and Slavic forms is hard to explain in terms of Indo-European ablaut, especially if the i-stem is original. However, we could be dealing with the scattered relicts of an amphikinetic oŋ-stem (Kortlandt 1985: 120; Kroonen 2001: 260, 307-308), transformed into a Balto-Slavic i-stem. To be sure, the very existence of oŋ-stems as a declensional type in PIE is uncertain; the alternation is isolated in Balto-Slavic and its shift to the i-stems can hardly be due to the usual reason – namely, the resegmentation of acc.sg. *-η > PBSl. *-im as *-i-m – because the PIE acc.sg. would have been *-o̞m by Stang’s Law rather than *-o̞mη. The potential advantage of assuming a pattern like *gērhₙ-oŋ-/*gfrשות-’ is that the weak allomorph seems structurally close to Lat. grūs.¹⁹ On the other hand, the analysis of grūs as the reflex of

¹⁸ The latter = LIV ḡar- ‘tönen, rufen’.
¹⁹ The full grade of the root in Baltic would have to be analogical.
a generalised weak-case stem \( *\text{grh}_r^{'}-u^- \) is problematic in itself: the required laryngeal metathesis \( *\text{h}_r^{'}u^- \rightarrow *\text{u}_h^{'}r^- \) is not normally expected after a syllabic segment.

These difficulties are compounded by the bewildering variety of accentual variants within Slavic. Thus, we have SCr. žěȓav, which apparently reflects PSl. \(*žěȓav̑\) (Stang’s type c), with a hard-to-explain non-acute vowel in the second syllable (an acute would have produced a short vowel in Serbo-Croatian); but we also have reflexes poiting to an old acute \(*žeȓav̑\) (type a) in the SCr. by-form žɛrav, Sln. žeȓjav; and there is a neoacute \(*žeȓav̑j̑\) (type b) in Cz. žeȓav, Russ. žuȓavl, gen. žurav̑l (Kapović 2006: 155-156 [§104]). SCr. žěrav is one of Kortland’s (1985: 112-113; 1997: 26; 2004) showcase examples of a Balto-Slavic circumflex in what he takes to be an inherited lengthened grade. The length of the suffix vowel would have been generalised from the nom.sg. \(*gěrh\_r^{'}-\text{ộu}^-\) (asigmatic in Kortland’s reconstruction) before the word was transformed into an \( i^-\)stem. Jasanoff’s (2004) critique of Kortland’s views about accentual distinctions in Balto-Slavic casts doubt on this explanation. However, Jasanoff’s own view (according to which PIE long vowels as well as vowel-laryngeal sequences yield the Balto-Slavic acute in typical circumstances) fails to explain žěȓav, no matter if the vowel goes back to PIE \(*\text{ộ}^-\) or to \(*\text{VH}:\) in either case we should expect an acute and, consequently, a short vowel in Serbo-Croatian. Jasanoff (2004: 176) proposes (without a detailed scenario) that the word has a secondary circumflex somehow acquired on the analogy of root nouns or of nom.sg. forms of sonorant stems like Lith. akmū ‘stone’.

Is it possible that the circumflex in question is regular? I believe it could be if it originated from vowel contraction. Let us suppose that the word is an old compound in which the final syllable of the first member eventually coalesced with the initial syllable of the second. PSl. \(*žerav̑\) would then have to go back to something like \(*\text{gerh}_r^{'}-(H)\text{v̑i}^-\).\(^2\) The first component is clearly a thematic derivative of the root \(*\text{gerh}_r^{'}\). For semantic reasons, it seems attractive to equate the second component

---

\(^{20}\) In Czech, as opposed to Serbo-Croatian, the old circumflex yields a short vowel.

\(^{21}\) The variant \(*žerav̑j̑\) (\( \rightarrow \) SCr. ždȓal) has a reduced vowel of Slavic origin, as in \(*\text{večera} \) ‘yesterday’ vs. \(*\text{večera} \) ‘evening’.
with PIE \(*_{h, \ddot{a}ui-}^{*}_{h, \ddot{e}i-}\) `bird'.\(^{22}\) Such an identification was in fact proposed by Szemerényi (1967: 16), who however did not consider its full ramifications. The reconstruction can therefore be rewritten with more precision as \(*_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{a}ui-}^{*}_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{u}i(e)i-}\). Assuming a split of the original PIE paradigm into a pair of Balto-Slavic variants based, respectively, on the allomorphs \(*_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{a}ui-}^{*}_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{u}i-}\) (with the "missing" case-forms supplied analogically and a static accent on the thematic vowel imposed by the first member), we can account for both \(*_{\ddot{z}er\grave{a}v\ddot{y}}^{*}_{\ddot{z}er\grave{a}v\ddot{y}}\). The former would reflect \(*_{g\grave{e}r\ddot{a}y\ddot{i}-}^{*}_{g\grave{e}r\ddot{H}\ddot{a}y\ddot{i}-}\), a form affected by the regular retraction of the PIE ictus from a light medial syllable (by Saussure-Pedersen’s Law in early Proto-Balto-Slavic, see Jasanoff 2008: 349-350) and subsequently by the contraction of \(*_{-aHa-}^{*}_{-aHa-}\) into an overlong (circumflex) vowel. The variant \(*_{\ddot{z}er\grave{a}v\ddot{y}}^{*}_{\ddot{z}er\grave{a}v\ddot{y}}\) is the expected outcome of the weak allomorph \(*_{ger\ddot{o}yi-}^{*}_{ger\ddot{H}\ddot{o}y\ddot{i}-}\), with an acute vowel from laryngeal lengthening. Furthermore, any suffix-stressed derivative of the circumflexed form (e.g. thematicised \(*_{ger\ddot{a}y\ddot{i}-}^{*}_{ger\ddot{H}\ddot{u}iH\ddot{i}-}\)) would have produced a late Common Slavic neoacute when the suffix lost its stressability (hence \(*_{\ddot{z}er\grave{a}v\ddot{v}}^{*}_{\ddot{z}er\grave{a}v\ddot{v}}\)). The Baltic reflexes could have arisen through the haplological reduction of the weak allomorph extended with a suffix (independently of the Slavic thematicisation, cf. Larsson 2002: 209-210): \(*_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{u}i-}^{*}_{-ah_{\ddot{y}}-} > *_{g\ddot{e}r(H)\ddot{u}i\ddot{a}H}^{*}_{H} > \text{Lith. gérvi etc.}\(^{23}\)

6. PIE \(*_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{a}ui-}^{*}_{gerh, \ddot{o}-h, \ddot{u}i-}\)

In stark contrast to the commonly occurring bahuvrīhis and verbal-governing compounds, determinative compounds of the blackbird/ἀκρόπολις type are so rare in the oldest Indo-European literary traditions that doubts have been raised as to their very occurrence in the protolanguage (Clackson 2002: 166). This rarity, however, may be due to preservation bias dependent on stylistic factors. Even if simple descriptive determinatives were avoided in poetic texts – as though their trivial

\(^{22}\) A proterokinetic pattern is usually assumed for \(*_{h, \ddot{a}ui-}^{*}_{h, \ddot{e}i-}\) on comparative grounds (Lat. \(av\ddot{i}\), Ved. \(vi\ddot{h}\), gen.sg. \(ve\ddot{h}\), pace Schindler (1969), although the evidence for it is indirect and the original alternations are not fully attested in any branch.

\(^{23}\) The “composition vowel” is often absent from Baltic compounds anyway (cf. Larsson 2002: 212-213, where the accentual consequences of this deletion in determinative compounds are also discussed).
semantics had offended the taste of the Indo-European “word-weavers” – they may have been common enough in more prosaic usage. Indeed, the type must be as old as anything in PIE if the obviously archaic suffix *-sor-, as in *sye-sor- ‘sister’ or *t(r)i-sr-es ‘three (f)’ is a once independent word meaning ‘woman, female’. Some of the reconstructible endocentric compounds are mere univerbations – loosely articulated juxtapositions of words, sometimes even retaining their inflectional endings. The showcase example is *dems-potis, literally ‘house-GEN.SG. master’. It is easy to see why the underlying phrase should have undergone lexicalisation: the reason was its frequent use as a fixed term referring to an important social institution. Lat. hospes < *ghosti-pot(i)- ‘host, guest-master’ illustrates the next step in the formation of descriptive determinatives, with the first member stripped of its inflections.

Although there were many bird species with dark plumage in mediaeval Britain, apparently only one, OE ðœle (Turdus merula), was so regularly characterised as “black” that the descriptive by-name blacbrid had become an established synonym by ca. 1350, later taking over from ousel and gradually reducing the latter’s status to that of a rare poetic or specialist term. By the same token, it seems that among the numerous noisy birds of Eurasia only one was so prototypically clamorous that the λευκός-type adjective *gerh₂-ó- ‘loud’ was conventionally applied to it by PIE-speakers. The fixed phrase *gerh₂ós h₂áqis was lexicalised as *gerh₂-ó-h₂(a)μι-, synonymous with *gérh₃νος. The morphological structure of the compound eventually lost its transparency, leaving a post-PIE *gerōμi- as the starting-point for further developments in the branches that lost not only the laryngeals but also any contrast between plain vowel length and overlength resulting from contraction in hiatus.

24 As witnessed by the Nominales sive Verbale glosses (see the entry for blāc in MED).
25 E-grade thematic adjectives such as *leukó- ‘shining’ and *leubh₂- ‘dear’ refer to a quality connected with the action/state described by the verb from which they derive, hence the reconstructed approximate meaning of *gerh₂ó-.
26 For a neat parallel, cf. Abaev’s (1989: 305) etymology of the Ossetic ‘swallow’ word as *zær-fatyg- < *zara-pǎðuka- (literally, ‘chirping-flier’).
7. *Lat. grūs*

The patterns of vowel reduction and syncope in Latin and Sabellic indicate that the whole Italic branch must have passed through a stage of word-initial stress. However, as in the case of Germanic, there is evidence of an older stage of Proto-Italic when at least some remnants of PIE accentual distinctions were retained. The most persuasive case for such a stage has been offered by Vine (2006), who shows that the operation of Thurneysen-Havet’s Law (*ṣµV > *aµV*) was conditioned by the location of the PIE mobile accent rather than the penult/antepenult stress of Classical Latin. More recently, Vine [in press] has extended his demonstration to the vocalism of the Latin reflexes of the suffix of iterative-causative verbs in *-eje/o- and o-stem denominatives in *-ije/o- (yielding *-iije/o- if the first vowel was unaccented). Vine also suggests that accentual mobility in early Italic may sometimes have resulted in initial-syllable syncope, and adduces several possible examples of such a process.

As noted above, the vowel of an unstressed initial syllable can be syncopated most readily if its deletion produces a permissible obstruent–sonorant cluster. This may explain some problematic correspondences, e.g. Lat *glōs*, gen. *glōris* ‘husband’s sister, sister-in-law’ : PSl. *žāly*, gen. *žālve*, Gk. γάλως (< γαλόως*, Hom. pl. γαλόω, thematicised in Greek for unclear reasons, see Meissner 2006: 130–132). If the oldest reconstructible form of the stem was something like *ǵélH-óu- (or possibly *ǵélH-ős-), we would expect *gal- rather than *gl- in Latin, but if the initial syllable was unstressed in early Proto-Italic, the C_R environment was favourable for vowel syncope. Thus, *glōs* can be added to Vine’s list of possible examples. Compare also PSl. *žěldovũ, Lith. įlė, Gk. βάλανος, Arm. kalın, Lat. glandis ‘acorn’. Whatever the stem-forming suffixes, the root morpheme shared by the extra-Latin cognates is reconstructible as *ǵw*elȟ_r-, so depending on the vocalism of the protoform we should expect Lat. *veól- or *val-. The actual reflex indicates that a vowel was lost very early between *gʷ* and *l*(resulting in the delabialisation of the stop before a liquid).

The ‘crane’ word is another possible case of initial-syllable vowel deletion. If the pre-Italic protoform was *gerôuī-*, syncope could have yielded *grôuī-*, if not by fully regular sound change, then at least via a process known to operate frequently in
similar environments. The question now is whether Lat. grūs can plausibly be derived from such a form.

The change *ō̆i > *ōu > ū (with the syncope of *i) has precedents in Latin, cf. *prō-ūid- > *proūd- > prūd- in prūdēns ‘foreseeing’. The loss of *-i- in a final syllable is likewise a familiar phenomenon. To be sure, it is fully regular only in the i-stem endings *-ri-s, *-r-ti-s, *-n-ti-s. Still, Lat. grūs (almost always feminine, like avis) has third-declension case-forms which could with equal ease represent relics of a uh declension (cf. sūs ‘pig’), or those of an old i-stem. Nom.sg. grūs is in fact used by Phaedrus (1st c. CE, in the fable Lupus et gruis), though this is surely a secondary development, resulting from the formal ambiguity of words belonging to convergent declension patterns. Actual or alleged uh-stems are practically indistinguishable from old i-stems in Classical Latin. Even potentially diagnostic forms cannot be trusted, as nouns easily vacillated between synchronically similar types. The archaic Latin reflex of a hypothetical Proto-Italic form such as dat./abl.pl. *g(e)rōūi-βos ‘to/from cranes’ would have lost its *i via regular syncope in a medial syllable (becoming *groūbos > grūbus), only to acquire a new /i/ restored after those i-stems that had resisted medial syncope (ovis ‘sheep’, dat./abl.pl. ovibus ⇒ gruibus). Cf. sūbus ~ suibus ‘to/from pigs’ in a paradigm which is specifically not that of an inherited i-stem.

The comparison of novus < *noivos < *né[y]os ‘new’ and iūs < *iōys < *iōuos < *iē[y]os ‘law’ shows that words containing the same segmental sequence may diverge with respect to vowel syncope, presumably because of their different morphological structure and, consequently, different inflectional properties. It is likely that the trisyllabic case forms of the es-stem *iē[y]os (*iē[y]-es-) were more susceptible to phonetic contraction than the invariably disyllabic forms of the o-stem *né[y]o-, hence different analogical pressures exerted on the nominative singular. Throughout the history of

27 For example, uter ‘leather bag’ < *ud-ri-s, mors ‘death’ < *mēr-ti-s, mēns ‘mind’ < *mēr-ti-s; but also e.g. in dōs ‘dowry’ < *dohr-ti-s.

28 Note the prescription grus non gruis in the Appendix Probi, castigating what was doubtless a virally expansive pattern at the time (Palmer 1987: 161).

29 The preferred environment for medial syncope in archaic Latin was the position after a heavy syllable, according to Mester (1994: 37-43).

30 Of course, the widely generalised dat./abl.pl. of i-stems is also the source of Lat. -ibus in consonant-stems (rēgibus, hominibus, operibus, etc.).
Latin, from Proto-Italic to the post- Classical period, vowel reduction and deletion operated in a number of waves, targeting short vowels in different prosodic and segmental environments at different chronological stages, sometimes in a regular fashion, sometimes sporadically (Nishimura 2008). Syncope affected *i more often than any other vowel, and the position after a liquid or semivowel was its frequent locus. 31 I therefore posit the development of *grōis to *grois and eventually grūs, either directly or with the help of analogy. If such a scenario is plausible, Lat. grūs is not a special development of an old (o)u-stem with unusual vocalism and/or laryngeal metathesis, but a straightforward cognate of the Balto-Slavic ‘crane’ word.

8. Arm. kirwnk

The hypothetical outcome of *gerōyi- (or any of its predecessors) in Armenian is difficult to predict in detail, given our incomplete knowledge of phonological and morphological developments between PIE and Proto-Armenian. Applying the uncontroversial sound changes, however, one would expect a pre-Arm. stem like *kerūyi- or rather *kerūyu-, following Schindler’s suggestion that *u > *u (cf. the shift of PIE *h₂auyi- to the Armenian u-declension). The pretonic *e of the first syllable would have been retained. An intervocalic *u normally yields Armenian /g/, but according to a proposal made by Rasmussen ([1984] 1999: 151-152, [1987] 1999: 227) this “hardening” occurred earlier in the environment after *u than in other positions – in fact, before the Armenian Consonant Shift, so that the resulting stop eventually changed into /k/. 32 If Rasmussen is right, we might expect PArm. *keruki/u- > *keruk. This is as far as the known “regular” changes can take us. The outcome is reasonably similar to the actual word for ‘crane’ in Armenian, but there are two problems with the latter: the unexpected nasal before the final stop and the attested kër- vs. predicted *ker-.

Because of the general phonetic reduction of unstressed final syllables in Armenian, processes operating near the end of the word are notoriously hard to reconstruct. A seemingly unetymological /n/ appears in a number of Armenian nouns and in several cases may conceivably go back to the PIE acc.sg. ending *-m, generalised in

31 Note plūs ‘more’ < OLat. plous, possibly from *ploīs < *pleīs- < *pleh,u- + *-is- (Weiss 2009).
32 In this way, Rasmussen accounts for the puzzling /k/ in words such as mowkn ‘mouse’ and jowkn ‘fish’.
some paradigms at the time when the accusative singular was becoming syncretic with the nominative in Proto-Armenian. The metathesis of final /-kn/ does occasionally happen in Armenian. For example, Class.Arm. armowk ‘elbow’ has modern cognates which, in most dialects, reflect metathesised *armunk. Though in such cases the ultimate origin of the excrecent nasal may be unclear, there are enough parallel examples to show that we are dealing with an inner Armenian innovation. Consequently, there are no unsurmountable obstacles to positing *křůk as the hypothetical Proto-Armenian shape of the ‘crane’ word.

The initial cluster presents two difficulties. First, the rhotic here is a fortis trill (Arm. ř = IPA [r]) rather than the normally expected tapped or approximant outcome of intervocalic *r (that is, Arm. r = IPA [ɾ ~ ř]). Secondly, the non-high vowel of *kerůk could be expected to survive (only pretonic *i and *u were regularly lost). As for the trill, its usual sources in Armenian are the clusters *-rs- and *-sr- (with the sibilant subsequently lost) and *r followed by *n (with the nasal preserved in most positions). Neither of these possibilities seems available in the case of the ‘crane’ word. However, we have one other potential source: there is fairly solid evidence that the Armenian outcome of PIE intervocalic *-rh₂- (specifically with *h₂ rather than just any laryngeal) is -r- (Olsen 1989: 16-20; 1999: 780). If so, not only is the -ř- of křownik expected: it also furnishes additional proof that a vowel was lost between the consonants of the initial cluster (which we may independently infer from the observation that the onset did not change to *erk-). Incidentally, the trilled reflex militates against reconstructions like *g(V)ruh₂-, with laryngeal metathesis.

The last remaining obstacle to analysing Arm. křownik as a reflex of *gerh₂-o-h₂,äu- is the missing vowel of the initial syllable. A zero grade *gřh₂- would not mend the reconstruction (it would yield *kar- or perhaps *kar- prevocally, but PArm. *a is normally retained in this position). A lengthened grade might work formally

33 There is currently no consensus on what exactly happened to final nasals in different environments in the prehistory of Armenian, and the extra /n/ can be explained in various ways (for example, as a trace of a derivational suffix such as *-nt). However, it is possible that PIE *-m/-nt was reflected as a nasal not only after consonants (as in ewt’n ‘7’ < *septmt) but also after high vowels (including those resulting from post-PIE sound changes, as in Arm. jiwn ‘snow’ < *ʒi(y)n < PIE *ĝi̯um), cf. Olsen (1999: 794).

34 As an example of nasal anticipation and metathesis in a similar context, cf. Class.Arm. krownkn ~ krownkn ‘heel’, with modern dialectal forms derived from *krunk.
(*gērh₂/*gōrh₂ > *kēr-/*kwr- > kr-), but there is no independent extra-Armenian evidence for a PIE lengthened grade in the ‘crane’ word (pace Szemerényi 1967: 16). We are left with two possibilities. Either, as in Latin, the loss of pretonic *e occurred sporadically in CeR-type sequences (contrary to communis opinio), or the *e became PArm. *i or *u via irregular vowel assimilation (e.g. *e...u > *u...u). The latter solution is problematic because Proto-Armenian high vowels were affected by a process of dissimilatory umlaut ([+high] > [-high]/_C[+high]) which operated between the syncope of final syllables and the loss of pretonic high vowels (Olsen 1999: 801-805).

A hypothetical *kurūk would have become *kərūk, and the lowering of the vowel would have protected the initial syllable from syncope. Instead, I suggest that *kērūk(u) became *kərūk and then *krūk. A similar development can be proposed for several other Armenian words that show unmetathesises CR-onset (such as glowx ‘head’ and srownk `<leg, shank’). According to this scenario the Armenian development was more or less as follows: *gerh₂-o-h₁(a)gi- > *gerrōgi- > *gerrāgu- > *gerrāg > *kərūka- > *kərūk > *kərūk > *krūk. The “epenthetic” nasal may have originated in the pre-Arm. acc.sg. *gerrāgum > *kərūkan > *kərūkn > krownk.

The purpose of this section is to point out that Arm. krownk is a possible direct cognate of the ‘crane’ term found in Balto-Slavic and Latin. The relative insecurity of some aspects of reconstructible Proto-Armenian makes it impossible to clarify every detail, so the proposed derivation must be regarded as tentative. A large dose of scepticism is recommended in such cases, especially when the words we attempt to etymologise come dangerously close to being cross-linguistic onomatopoeias. For example, Modern English used to have the now-obsolete verb crunk (also crunkle), cf. Olc. krunka ‘croak’. Its is defined in Samuel Johnson’s dictionary (Johnson 1785: to CRUNK—to CRU’Nkle) as ‘To cry like a crane’, and the Renaissance lexicographer

35 Olsen (1999: 43-44) proposes that an original dorsal-liquid onset (which she reconstructs in these words) was broken up with a weak anaptyctic vowel which was subsequently syncopated (*KRu > *K,Ru- > *Kr-). The only purpose of this vowel is to make a deus ex machina appearance just at the right time to block liquid metathesis (*KR > *eRK). In my analysis, the second step (the syncope of a weak vowel) is the same as in Olsen’s but the KR-onset does not date back to PIE, so the zig-zag derivation is avoided. This facilitates external comparison with, say, Slavic *golva ‘head’ and *žerav(j)k.

36 The weakening of pretonic *e could have taken place earlier than suggested here. The complete loss of the vowel must postdate CR-metathesis, but other than that, the relative chronology of this reduction is not critically important for the proposed scenario.
Withals (1608, quoted by Nares 1859: 210) thus illustrates its use: ‘The crane *crunketh*, gruit grus’ (note the pervasive alliteration). While Eng. *crunk* can hardly be cognate with Arm. *krown*, their striking resemblance is a cautionary reminder of the possibility that the Armenian word might be a mere onomatopoeic coinage of no great antiquity. Still, if *krown* is of PIE age, there is no need to multiply reconstructions beyond necessity: the protoform reconstructed on the basis of Balto-Slavic evidence accounts for the Armenian data as well.

9. Conclusion

As has been shown, the attested Indo-European names of the crane can be traced down to two protolanguage variants:

(a) *géhr₂-no-
(b) *gerh₂-āu-i-

The two lexemes seem to have been fully synonymous: they referred to the same species of bird and apparently ignored any intraspecific differences (including biological sex). The existence of other synonymous by-forms (*geh₂-én- and *géhr₂-nu-) already in the protolanguage is possible and supported (though not conclusively), by some of the comparative evidence. The shorter variant *géhr₂-no- is reflected not only in Greek and Celtic, but also in Iranian, where, as a result of semantic contamination, the reflex of *g* replaced that of *g* (palatalised before a front vowel) at an early date. The Germanic term is related but best explained as a loan from Celtic. The compound variant has left reflexes in Balto-Slavic, Latin and Armenian. Such a geographical distribution cuts across identifiable language clades and areal clusters, so it probably results from the accidental retention of either the one or the other variant in the proto-branch languages. In a situation where two synonyms competed for the same meaning, with little room for semantic differentiation, the long-term survival of both in a single branch would have been unlikely. The evolution of the compound variant has produced some difficult comparanda because of the cross-linguistic tendency for compounds to undergo phonetic compression and morphological fusion. To complicate matters further, the second member was an ablauting stem (the PIE ‘bird’ word), highly prone to analogical levelling and reshaping.
Here is a summary of the proposed derivations within Proto-Indo-European (ignoring, for simplicity, some of the alternative possibilities discussed in the text):

**Root:**
*gerh₂- ‘cry loudly’

*grh₂-én/*grh₂-n- ‘crier’

*gerh₂-ó- ‘loud’

*gerh₂-n-ó- ‘strong (of a voice)’

*gerh₂-ó- *h₃aiis/*gerh₂-ó- *h₃yi(e)í ‘loud-bird’

*gerh₂-nos ‘(bird with) a strong voice’

‘crane’

I hope to have shown that in the case of the Indo-European ‘crane’ words we can go beyond a vague “root etymology” and reconstruct the exact form of the etyma in question, complete with their derivational history.
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